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expert group: 

Hokuma Kulieva (Azerbaijan), Maya Aizamaparashvili (Georgia), Laszlo Korpas 
(Hungary), Saito Kano (Japan), Dani Sarsekova (Kazakhstan), Mikhail Nikonov, 
Boris Testov (Russia), Gabriel Grazbungan (Switzerland), Thomas Stevens (USA)

dear friends and colleagues! 

It doesn’t matter how would human society lauded the importance of intelligence and social organization, the original 
basis of human being – is biological life. The biological evolution of man predetermined the formation of his intellectual 
function and social organization, as well as largely determines their current and future development. Moreover, the 
human as a species can not exist in isolation from the general system of wildlife. This is connected with the fact that 
most of the resources that support livelihoods and meet the basic needs of the people, also has a biological origin. The 
interdependence of humans and other species of biological life on Earth is so close and multifaceted, that if even one 
of the least significant element is falling out of the system, it reduces the overall viability of the entire biosphere. That 
is why, understanding the natural environment and its embeddedness in the structure of biological processes, a human 
has to take care of preservation, augmentation and development of all species. In this regard, the importance of zoology 
and botany, veterinary, agricultural and other biological sciences, in the context of the prospects for the survival of 
humanity, no less than, for example, medicine and pharmacology.

Thomas Morgan
Head of the IASHE International Projects Department

July 04, 2013 

Dear Friends!

The focus of attention - a human! That is the slogan with which conscious life of each of us flowing. In this case, the angle of the human
self-knowledge in the various historical periods of social evolution and biological phases of personal development, as well as taking into
account the actual circumstances of life are transforming. At the epicenter of the interests of individuals, changing places in the structure of the
hierarchy of values, appear: these subjects, public concerns and interests, the other person different quality characteristics.

However, the nature of our intelligence, as it is known, does not accept the boundaries literally and figuratively. Imagination and
aspirations of the people will certainly captivate them to the unexplored places. But no matter how far beyond the borders of subjectivity did
not extend human imagination and thought, what would be the facts and metamorphoses they faced, the final result of such intellectual activity
appears with a humanizing of reality. In this context, it is hardly surprising that, for example, all kinds of phenomena in the field of wildlife,
inorganic chemistry, molecular physics or astronomy in our minds often personified purely human qualities and role attributes.

Probably it is not worth to discuss how saturated with the human identity are, in particular, psychology or social sciences, the subject of
which is aimed at studying the properties of various social processes. Anybody thinking about this topic, surely will exclaim: "Life is just full
of human egoism." And it is right! Human selfishness, free of demonization and devoided of extremely negative manifestations - is
omnipresent and progressive! It is often the most reliable point of support in the knowledge and creation. Another issue is that the dynamics
of the process of social evolution largely depends on how mankind is able to adequately recognize the progressive and negative manifestations
of human nature, and then promptly neutralize the ego that generates evil.

This digital includes articles presented at the XLVII International scientific and practical conference " The person in conditions of the
interpersonal relationships intensification," on XLVIII International scientific-practical conference "Technologies of XXI century globalization:
evolution or setback?" and also on the I stage of research analytics championships of various levels on the psychological, military, sociology
and political science.

We sincerely thank the authors who have represented their works in the digital for an active participation in international scientific
communication, we congratulate the winners of the respective research analytics championships, and look forward to further participation of
scientists in the "International scientific-analytical project IASHE" as well as their ideas and scientific developments.

March 07, 2013. London, UK

Sincerely yours and best wishes, -
Thomas Morgan


